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Civil Air Patrol’s ACE Program 

Look, Up in the Sky! Things that Fly 
Kindergarten Academic Lesson #2 

Topics: objects, properties, motion, flight (science) 

Length of Lesson: 45 minutes 

Objectives: 
• Students will identify things that fly.
• Students will determine characteristics of flying things.
• Students will categorize objects as flying or non-flying.
• Students will compare and contrast.

Next Generation Science Standards: 
• Science & Engineering Practices: Connections to the Nature of Science

- Scientific Investigations Use a Variety of Methods
- Scientists use different ways to study the world

Background Information: 
In kindergarten, students study properties, such as shape, texture, sound, smell, etc., of 
various objects. Students can practice applying their knowledge of properties by analyzing 
and classifying objects. This kindergarten aerospace lesson is important because it allows 
students to practice learning properties of objects, classifying, and analyzing while being 
motivated by flight. This lesson is not intended to teach the technical information 
regarding what makes things fly. Students will use their own knowledge of the world to 
help sort objects into groups.

Materials: 
- pictures of an insect (the fly), an airplane, a space shuttle, and a rocket (included)
- Internet and projector
- chart paper or dry erase board/chalkboard
- one sheet each of light blue and green construction paper per student (or group of

students)
- student copies of flying and non-flying pictures to cut out (2 pages, included)
- scissors
- glue and/or tape
- cotton balls (optional)
- crayons (optional)

W.K.7 Participate in shared research and writing projects. 
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas
SL.K.6 Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly. 

MP.2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 
K.MD.B.3 Classify objects into given categories; count the number of objects in each
category and sort the categories by count.

CCSS ELA: 

* Teachers may want to have student
volunteers  or older students precut the
pieces before the lesson.

CCSS Math: 
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NOTE: If classifying objects as flying or non-flying is not challenging enough for your 
students, consider completing steps 1-3 of this lesson and then using the 
enrichment/extension activity of classifying flying objects as living or man-made. 

Another option for this activity is to provide magazines or use computer software to allow 
students to find 5 pictures of flying things and 5 pictures of non-flying objects. 

Lesson Presentation: 

1. Show students pictures (or models) of a fly, an airplane, a rocket, and a space
shuttle which flew until 2011 (photos at end of lesson). Ask them to share their
ideas of how these objects are alike. What do they have in common? Ultimately,
emphasize to students that these objects can all fly.

2. Ask students what some of these objects have in common that may help the objects
be able to fly.  Confirm that some of them have wings.  As humans tried to fly, they
began by copying what they saw in nature and used wings. As they built different
kinds of aircraft and rockets, scientists realized that wings were not always
necessary. Rockets have fins to help them steer, and the wings on the space shuttle
served the same purpose. What really allowed the shuttle to fly straight up into
the air were the rockets, which had rocket engines.  Students may realize that an
airplane also  has an engine, like what they hear when a lawnmower or car starts.
(They also may realize that fuel is also required for an airplane or space shuttle to
fly.)

- Play a video clip to show students a "Space Shuttle Launch."

3. Show students a picture of a rocket. Ask them if they know what rockets are used
for. Tell students that rockets can launch fireworks up into the air. They can also
launch equipment and people into outer space. Ask students what they think helps a
rocket fly. Confirm that a rocket has one or more powerful engines. Also, point out
that a rocket does not have wings. The little things sticking out from rockets are
called fins! The fins help the rocket stay balanced, to help prevent  it from
wobbling.

- Show a video clip of "Saturn V rocket blasting off, carrying Apollo 11."

4. Using chart paper, the chalk board, or a dry erase board, make two columns at
the front of the classroom. Label one column “flying objects” and the other “non-
flying objects.” Tell students that you will give them some pictures, and they will
decide if the objects can fly or not. Ask students how they can tell if something
can fly. In other words, what are common characteristics of flying things?Students
may conclude that things that fly have wings, have propellers (blades that turn
on planes), leave a trail of smoke/flames, or have engines – just to name a few ideas.

5. Distribute a light blue and green piece of construction paper to each student. Also,
distribute the two pages of objects to be cut out. (You may divide the students into
small groups to complete the project.
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6. Instruct students to cut out the pictures and paste the objects that can fly on the
blue piece of construction paper (color to represent the sky) and paste pictures of
objects that cannot fly on the green sheet of paper (color to represent the
ground).

7. (Optional)  For students who finish early, allow them to decorate their blue   piece
of construction paper (that shows flying objects) by spreading out some cotton
balls and gluing them onto the blue construction paper to represent clouds in the
sky. Allow them to decorate the green construction paper by coloring flowers on it,
as the green construction paper could represent grass, showing that the objects on
it stay on the ground. Once students are finished, you may collect student work for
assessment, or allow students to keep their work as you go over the answers
together with the class.

8. Gather the students at the front of the room, and together, correctly classify
objects by taping or gluing a teacher set of the pictures under the correct heading.
As you discuss the correct heading under which each object fits, discuss what helps
the object fly (wings, air, weight, engines, etc.).

Summarization: 
Ask students what they learned today.  Ask the following review questions: 

• Do all things that fly look alike? (no)
• Which of the flying objects we saw today has fins? (rocket)
• What are some of the special things that help some objects fly? (wings, light

weight, air pushing on the object, air flowing over the object, engines)
• What do you think is the best reason to explain why some things fly and some

things do not? (Answers will vary.)

Share with students that you think the best explanation as to why some things fly and 
some things don’t is because of how they are made. Some things, like a plane, are made to 
fly. Planes have the right kind of wings, weight, and power. Because people know how to 
make airplanes, people can travel to different places and visit family members that may 
live far away. People who are very sick may be quickly taken to a hospital by a flying 
machine. It is a good thing that people know how to build airplanes. They fly for good 
reasons. 

Pencils, on the other hand, were not made to fly. They do not accomplish anything by 
flying.  They were made so that we would have something with which to write.   Imagine 
how hard it would be to write if you always had to chase your flying pencil! Additionally, 
flying pencils could cause people to get injured. They have sharp points, and if something 
with a sharp point hits your skin or your eye, it could hurt you! So, pencils were not made to 
fly! 
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Character Connection: In conclusion, motivate the students with  the  
following information: Just like objects have special purposes, each of you has a 
special purpose too. Whether you are good at reading, music, art, or sports, or even being 
nice to people, making people laugh, making people feel better, or helping people with their 
work, you were made to do something wonderful. So, keep learning, eating right, 
exercising, and working hard so that you can do all of the wonderful things that you were 
made to do. Make sure that you make good choices in life to be honest, healthy, and hard-
working so that you can become what you were made to be or what you dream to be! 

Assessment: 
• teacher observation
• student answers to class discussion questions
• student classification of pictures on the construction paper

Additional activity ideas to enrich and extend the primary lesson (optional): 
• Have students name, draw, or find pictures of as many things that fly as possible.

Then, have the students classify the objects as “living” or “non-living.” During this
activity, discuss student ideas as to what makes something alive. You might prefer
to use the category names “animal” and “man-made.”

• Using play dough or modeling clay, allow students to sculpt models of an airplane,
rocket, and space shuttle.

• Help students complete the two-page enrichment worksheet by reading the
instructions for each set of pictures. (Answers: 1. airplane 2. rocket 3. airplane
4. space shuttle  5. airplane  6. rocket and shuttle)

• Discuss the hazards of making objects fly that should not fly (e.g. pencils, scissors,
rocks, balls in the house, etc.).

• Using iPads or computers, have students search for images of objects that fly and
share the images with the class.

Associated Websites: 
• What   do   airplanes   sound  like? (Play jet and prop plane sound clip at

The Recordist Free Sound Effects, scroll down the screen to find list of
aviation sound effects.)

• Play rocket sound clip (that includes a countdown) at freesound.

• NASA History of Flight is written for students, or you may wish to show an
"Animated History of Aviation." (Both good for teacher background, too.)

STEM Kit Connection: Use telescopes from the Astronomy Kit to observe clouds, 
airplanes, and other objects in the sky. This could be done during recess, or as part of a 
science lesson. To make sure students do not look at the sun with it, have an adult with 
each telescope to keep it pointed in a safe direction. 
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http://creativesounddesign.com/the-recordist-free-sound-effects/
https://freesound.org/people/Timbre/sounds/71150/
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Circle the picture of the airplane in row 1. 

1. 

NAME 

Make an “X” on the flying machine that does NOT have wings in row 2. 

2. 

Make an “X” on the flying machine that cannot fly into space in row 3. 

3.
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Circle the picture of the space shuttle in row 4. 

4. 

Circle the flying machine that people like us ride every day in row 5. 

5. 

Circle the two flying machines that have fire coming out of them when they take off in row 6. 

6.
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